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NEW – VT Industries Now Offers Exterior Stile and Rail Doors
Opening New Possibilities
(Holstein, IA – July 10, 2013) – VT Industries is now a single‐source Architectural Wood Door
supplier, with the introduction of Exterior Stile and Rail Wood Doors. VT adds this new product
line to their already robust offering of architectural wood interior doors, opening a world of
possibilities for every project. Until now, the beauty and durability of Architectural Wood Doors
from VT Industries have only been available for interior applications. With the introduction of this
exterior collection, architects and contractors have a wider selection, with an array of elevations,
heights, veneer species and thicknesses, as well as multiple sticking and panel choices.
All doors are manufactured to match perfectly, providing a cohesive look throughout a project. For
VT Exterior Stile and Rail Wood Doors, customers can choose from standard and custom
elevations featuring floating panel construction with internal dampening to eliminate rattles, split
panel construction with built‐in thermal barriers and more. Each solid wood door is factory
finished on all six sides. A variety of sidelites and transoms are available and factory‐installed
insulated glass is standard in all orders.
VT Interior Stile & Rail Doors perfectly complement the distinction of the Exterior Stile and Rail
Doors offered, from the beautifully classic and modern options of the Heritage Collection, to the
customized craftsmanship of the Artistry Collection. Created to meet customers’ needs, the
selection of interior doors includes raised, flat, glass and louver panel designs, and factory‐
machine technology that allows for hardware, and pre‐drilled pilot holes for hinges and faceplates.
“We understand that a door makes a first impression,” said Pam Rohlk, Customer Service Center
Manager, VT Industries. “And want to help our customers make a great one. That’s why we bring a
level of craftsmanship and expertise to wood doors that is unmatched in the industry.”
When a project calls for a one‐of‐a‐kind door with a special look and performance, VT can custom
manufacture a unique door to fit those specifications. Nearly every elevation can be produced
with custom options, including oversized doors and specialty glass. Together with the full line of
VT Interior Architectural Wood Doors, customers can experience the VT difference with every
door for their projects, creating the ideal aesthetic from a single source supplier.
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VT Industries Architectural Wood Doors are manufactured with outstanding performance,
competitive lead times, leading technology and expert service. With techniques that incorporate
sustainable practices and selective harvesting, VT Industries is Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC)
Chain of Custody Certified.
For more information on VT Architectural Wood Interior and Exterior Stile and Rail Doors, visit
www.vtindustries.com/doors.

About VT Industries
Headquartered in Holstein, Iowa, VT Industries, Inc., is North America’s leading manufacturer of
Architectural Wood Doors, VT Dimensions countertops, and Stone Surfaces. The company’s three
divisions serve customers from nine manufacturing facilities strategically located throughout the
U.S. and Canada. Visit the company’s website at www.vtindustries.com for more information.
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